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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of distributed
state estimation using multi-robot systems. The robots have
limited communication capabilities and, therefore, communicate
their measurements intermittently only when they are physically
close to each other. To decrease the distance that the robots need
to travel only to communicate, we divide them into small teams
that can communicate at different locations to share information
and update their beliefs. Then, we propose a new distributed
scheme that combines (i) communication schedules that ensure
that the network is intermittently connected, and (ii) sampling-
based motion planning for the robots in every team with the
objective to collect optimal measurements and decide a location
for those robots to communicate. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first distributed state estimation framework that relaxes
all network connectivity assumptions, and controls intermittent
communication events so that the estimation uncertainty is mini-
mized. We present simulation results that demonstrate significant
improvement in estimation accuracy compared to methods that
maintain an end-to-end connected network for all time.
Index Terms—Distributed state estimation, intermittent con-
nectivity, sampling-based planning, multi-robot networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed State Estimation (DSE) using mobile robot net-
works has a number of important applications, including robot
localization [1], [2], SLAM [3]–[6], coverage [7], target local-
ization [8]–[10] and tracking [11]–[16] among others. In these
applications, the robots are equipped with sensing devices and
collect information in order to minimize the uncertainty of
the state. Successful accomplishment of this task critically
depends on the ability of the robots to communicate and
exchange information with each other. Existing literature on
DSE often assumes that the communication network remains
connected for all time or over time. All-time connectivity
imposes proximity constraints on the robots so that exploring
large-scale environments becomes very inefficient. On the
other hand, approaches that allow connectivity to be lost
always assume that it will eventually be regained, without
providing any theoretical guarantees for this. In this work we
propose a distributed control framework for state estimation
tasks that allows the robots to temporarily disconnect in order
to optimally collect information in their environment but also
ensures that this information can be shared intermittently with
all other robots through appropriate communication events in
which the robots participate.
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Specifically, we consider networks of mobile robots that
are tasked with estimating a collection of time varying hidden
states. We assume that the robots have limited communication
capabilities so that they communicate their measurements,
only when they are sufficiently close to each other. To min-
imize the distance that the robots need to travel only to
communicate, as in our previous work [17], we partition the
robot network into small teams of robots so that the graph of
teams is connected, where we define edges between teams
that have robots in common. Then, we propose a correct-
by-construction, distributed, discrete controller that designs
sequences of communication events for the robots in every
team so that the overall robot network is intermittently con-
nected infinitely often. In [17], we require that communication
events take place when the robots in every team meet at
a common location in space, selected from a finite set of
available locations. Instead, here we select the location of
the communication events in continuous space and depending
on the current status of the estimation task. During every
communication event, the robots update their beliefs using an
estimation filter and decide on the paths they will follow until
they meet again as a team. The connected subnetworks associ-
ated with communication events and the paths that the robots
in every team follow until they communicate are determined
by an online, distributed, sampling-based motion planner that
takes into account the robots’ objective to gather information
in their environment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first DSE framework with intermittent communication control.
We present simulation simulation results that show significant
improvement in estimation accuracy compared to methods that
maintain connectivity for all time.
A. Distributed State Estimation
Multi-robot DSE has been thoroughly addressed in the
literature. In much of this literature [2], [4], [5], [7]–[11],
[13], [15], [18], [19], the posterior distribution of the state is
assumed Gaussian so that Kalman Filter (KF) equations can be
employed to obtain it in closed-form. In [7], [15], [19]–[21],
consensus algorithms are integrated with the KF equations
to allow the robots to agree on their local estimates of
the state. Under more general assumptions, such closed-form
expressions do not exist and, instead, Bayesian frameworks
need to be used for state estimation [1], [3], [22], [23].
None of these papers consider communication constraints
in the DSE problem. Such constraints can be in the form of
limited communication ranges and rates, as well as delays or
loss of data. The work in [24] generalizes the KF equations to
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account for delayed and out-of-order data in sensor networks.
Following a different point of view, the authors in [25] show
that there is a critical lower bound on the communication
rate in the network below which the estimation error becomes
asymptotically unbounded. A localization method for networks
that are not guaranteed to be fully connected is presented in
[6]. Common in all these works is that the communication
network used to share the information is end-to-end connected
for all time [21] or intermittently connected [6]. To the
contrary, here, we lift all connectivity assumptions and instead
control the communication network so that it is intermittently
connected infinitely often.
An important aspect of the multi-robot DSE problem is the
design of informative paths for the robots that allow them
to explore the environment and collect measurements. Typi-
cally, informative path planning relies on defining appropriate
optimality indices on the posterior distribution of the state.
For Gaussian distributions, such optimality indices are scalar
functions of the posterior covariance, e.g., trace [7], [15],
determinant, or maximum eigenvalue [18]. Entropy [5] and
mutual information [21] are some other common choices. Dis-
tributed planning methods for DSE can be obtained depending
on the filter that is used for state estimation and the optimality
index. For example, the authors in [26] propose a scalable
control scheme for information gathering when the optimal
control objective is partially separable. Along the same lines,
a distributed framework using a Bayesian filter is presented
in [22]. In [7], [15], where the consensus KF is utilized
for target tracking, the gradient of an appropriate potential
function is used for planning that results in flocking of mobile
robots around the targets while avoiding collision. Similarly,
in [21], the agents follow the gradient of the expected mutual
information to estimate the state of an environment.
In this work, we allow the robots to temporarily disconnect
and accomplish their tasks free of communication constraints.
Then, the path planning problem should provide both a se-
quence of informative measurement locations for DSE and
locations of communication events used to share information
among all robots. When the process that is estimated is time
varying, delays during communication events should also be
minimized to limit the time that robots wait without collect-
ing any measurements. In order to address this challenging
planning problem, we utilize sampling-based algorithms. Such
algorithms have been used in [27], [28] for informative path
planning. Specifically, a variation of the RRT∗ algorithm [29],
[30] is proposed in [27] that can design offline periodic tra-
jectories to estimate the state of a dynamic field. The works in
[28], [31] build upon the RRG algorithm [30] to design motion
plans that maximize an information theoretic metric subject
to budget constraints associated with the traveled distance.
Nevertheless, this approach cannot be used when the length of
the designed path, i.e., the budget, is not known a priori, as in
our work. Common in [28], [31] is that they address single-
agent motion planning problems. Applying these algorithms
to multi-agent problems requires exploration of the joint space
of all robots, which makes them computationally intractable
for large-scale networks. By dividing the group of robots into
small teams and using sampling-based methods to jointly plan
the motion only of the robots in each team, our method scales
to much larger problems so that it can also be implemented
in real-time.
B. Network Connectivity
Network connectivity has been widely studied recently as it
is necessary for distributed control and estimation. Approaches
to preserve network connectivity for all time typically rely on
controlling the Fiedler value of the underlying graph either in
a centralized [14], [32], [33] or distributed [34]–[39] fashion.
A recent survey on graph theoretic methods for connectivity
control can be found in [40]. However, due to the uncertainty
in the wireless channel, it is often impossible to ensure all-
time connectivity in practice. Moreover, all-time connectivity
constraints may prevent the robots from moving freely in their
environment to fulfill their tasks, and instead favor motions
that maintain a reliable communication network. Motivated
by this fact, intermittent communication frameworks have
recently been proposed [17], [41]–[47]. Specifically, [41]
addresses a data-ferrying problem by designing paths for
a single robot that connect two static sensor nodes while
optimizing motion and communication variables. More general
intermittent connectivity frameworks for multi-robot systems
are proposed in [17], [42]–[47]. The work in [42] proposes
a receding horizon framework for periodic connectivity that
ensures recovery of connectivity within a given time horizon.
When connectivity is recovered in [42] the whole network
needs to be connected. To the contrary, [17], [43]–[47] do
not require that the communication network is ever connected
at once, but they ensure connectivity over time, infinitely
often, as in the method proposed here. The key idea in
[17], [43]–[46] is to divide the robots into smaller teams
and require that communication events take place when the
robots in every team meet at a common location in space.
While in disconnect mode, the robots can accomplish other
tasks free of communication constraints. Assuming that the
graph of teams, whose edges connect teams that have robots
in common, is a connected bipartite graph, [43] proposes a
distributed control scheme that achieves periodic communica-
tion events, synchronously, at the meeting locations. Arbitrary
connected team graphs are considered in [17], [44]–[46] where
discrete plans (schedules) are synthesized as sequences of
communication events at the meeting locations. Integration
of the intermittent communication framework [45] with task
planning for mobile robots that have to accomplish high-
level complex tasks captured by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
formulas or arbitrary time-critical tasks is presented in [17],
[46], respectively. Compared to [17], [43]–[46], here we do not
require that communication events take place when the robots
in every team meet at a common location in space. Instead, we
require that communication events take place when the robots
in every team form a connected subnetwork somewhere in the
continuous space, which introduces challenging connectivity
constraints in the proposed planning problem for every team.
Distributed intermittent communication controllers for multi-
robot data-gathering tasks is presented in [47] that allows
information to flow intermittently only to the root/user. To
the contrary, in our proposed method, information can flow
intermittently between any pair of robots and possibly a user
in a multi-hop fashion.
C. Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework
for DSE with intermittent communication control. We show
that the proposed sampling-based solution to the informative
path planning problem is probabilistically complete and guar-
antees that the robots in every team form a connected subnet-
work at the same time in order to communicate, minimizing
in this way the time that the robots remain idle. The proposed
framework scales with the size of the robot teams and not
with the size of the network. As a result, our approach can
be applied to large-scale networks. Moreover, we characterize
the delay in propagating information across the network as a
function of the structure of the robot teams. Finally, we show
through comparative simulation studies that DSE using in-
termittent communication outperforms methods that maintain
network connectivity for all time. We also present simulation
studies that show the effect of the structure of the teams on
the communication delays and on the estimation performance
of our algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II the DSE problem using intermittently connected robot
networks is presented. The proposed distributed control frame-
work is presented in Section III and its efficiency is verified
through simulation studies in Section IV. Conclusive remarks
are presented in Section V.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let x(t) ∈ Rn denote a state variable that evolves according
to the following nonlinear dynamics
x(t+ 1) = f(x(t),u(t),w(t)), (1)
where u(t) ∈ Rdu and w(t) ∈ Rdw denote the control input
and the process noise at discrete time t. We assume that
the process noise w(t) is normally distributed as w(t) ∼
N (0,Q(t)), where Q(t) ∈ Sdw++ and Sdw++ ⊂ Rdw×dw is the
set of symmetric positive-definite matrices.
Consider also N mobile robots tasked with collaboratively
estimating the state x(t) of the dynamic process in (1). Let
Ω ⊂ Rd be the domain where the robots live and let O ⊂ Ω
denote the set of obstacles. We assume that the robots collect
measurements of the state x(t) inside the obstacle-free subset
Ωfree = Ω\O of this domain according to the following sensing
model
y(t,q) = h(x(t),q,v(t)), (2)
where y ∈ Rm is the measurement vector at discrete time t
taken at location q ∈ Ωfree by one robot sensor and v(t) ∼
N (0,R(t)) is the white measurement noise with covariance
R(t) ∈ Sdv++.
Moreover, we assume that the robots have limited com-
munication capabilities and, therefore, they can communicate
their measurements only when they are sufficiently close to
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Fig. 1. Consider a network of N=8 robots. Figure 1(a) depicts the graph GT
when the robots are divided into M = 8 teams as: T1 = {r12, r18}, T2 =
{r12, r23}, T3 = {r23, r34}, T4 = {r14, r45}, T5 = {r56, r45}, T6 =
{r56, r67}, T7 = {r67, r78}, T8 = {r18, r78}. Figure 1(b) depicts the graph
GT when the robots are divided into M = 5 teams as: T1 = {r12, r14, r15},
T2 = {r12, r23, r25}, T3 = {r23, r34, r35} , T5 = {r15.r25, r35, r45}.
each other. Specifically, every robot is able to communicate
with another robot if it lies within a communication range
R  diam(Ω), where diam(Ω) is the diameter of the
domain Ω. Without loss of generality we assume that the
communication range is the same for all robots.
Since the communication range is much smaller than the
size of the domain in which the robots operate, requiring that
all robots are connected either for all time or intermittently
can significantly interfere with the tasks that they need to
accomplish, especially if these require them to travel to
possibly remote locations in the domain. Therefore, we do
not require that the robots ever form a connected network at
once and, instead, we divide the group of robots into M ≥ 1
teams, denoted by Ti, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}, and require
that every robot belongs to exactly two teams.1
Given the teams Ti, we also define the graph of teams GT =
{VT , ET } whose set of nodes VT is indexed by the teams Ti,
i.e., VT = {1, 2, . . . ,M} and set of edges ET consists of links
between nodes i and j if Ti ∩Tj 6= ∅, i.e., there exist a robot
rij that travels between teams Ti and Tj .
We assume that the robots in every team Ti communicate
when they construct a connected network. Hereafter, we
denote by GTi = {VTi , ETi(t)} the communication graph
constructed by robots in team Ti, where the set of nodes VTi
contains all robots in team Ti and the set of edges ETi(t)
collects communication links that emerge between robots in
Ti, whose pairwise distance is less than or equal to R. This
way, a dynamic robot communication network is constructed
as follows.
Definition II.1 (Communication Network Gc(t)). The com-
munication network among the robots is defined as a dynamic
undirected graph Gc(t) = {Vc, Ec(t)}, where the set of nodes
Vc is indexed by the robots, i.e., Vc = {1, . . . , N}, and
Ec(t) ⊆ Vc×Vc is the set of communication links that emerge
among robots in every team Ti when they form a connected
graph GTi .
1In this work, for simplicity, we require that every robot belongs to
two teams. However, more complex team membership graphs GT can be
considered, as in [17], where robots can belong to any number of teams.
To ensure that information is propagated among all robots
in the network, we require that the communication graph Gc(t)
is connected over time infinitely often, i.e., that all robots in
every team Ti form connected graphs GTi infinitely often. For
this, it is necessary to assume that the graph of teams GT is
connected; see e.g., Figure 1. Specifically, if GT is connected,
then information can be propagated intermittently across teams
through robots that are common to these teams and, in this
way, information can reach all robots in the network.
We denote by rij a robot that belongs to teams Ti and
Tj and assume that it is governed by the following nonlinear
dynamics
pij(t+ 1) = g(pij(t),uij(t)), (3)
where pij(t) ∈ Ωfree stands for the position of robot rij
and uij(t) ∈ Rdr stands for a control input. Without loss of
generality, we assume that all robots have the same dynamics.
The problem that we address in this paper can be summa-
rized as follows.
Problem II.2. Given the dynamic process (1) and measure-
ment model (2), and a network of N ≥ 1 robots divided
into M ≥ 1 teams Ti, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, such that GT is
connected, determine paths pij(t) ∈ Ω for all robots rij ,
so that (i) the communication graph Gc(t) is intermittently
connected infinitely often, and (ii) all robots collectively
minimize estimation uncertainty of the state x(t) over time.
Throughout the paper we make the following assumption.
Assumption II.3 (State Model). The dynamics of the state
(1), the control vectors u(t) in (1), the sensing model (2), and
process and measurement noise covariances Q(t) and R(t)
are known. Furthermore, the state dynamics (1) and sensing
model (2) are differentiable functions.
III. PATH PLANNING WITH INTERMITTENT
COMMUNICATION
To solve Problem II.2, we propose a distributed control
framework that concurrently plans robot trajectories that min-
imize a desired uncertainty metric, e.g., a scalar function
of the covariance matrix [18], the Fisher information matrix
[48], or the entropy or mutual information of the posterior
distribution of x(t) [49], and schedules communication events
during which the robots exchange their gathered information
and update their beliefs. The schedules of communication
events are determined by a correct-by-construction discrete
controller that ensures that the communication network is
intermittently connected; cf. Section III-A. The connected
subnetworks associated with these communications events
and the paths the robots follow until they communicate are
determined by an online sampling-based planner that takes
into account the robots’ objective to collect information; cf.
Section III-B.
A. Distributed Intermittent Connectivity Control
In this section, we design infinite sequences of communica-
tion events (also called communication schedules) that ensure
that robots in every team Ti communicate intermittently and
infinitely often, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Since every robot be-
longs to two teams, the objective in designing these schedules
is that no teams that share common robots communicate at
the same time, as this would require the shared robots to be
present at more than one location at the same time. We call
such schedules conflict-free.
Definition III.1 (Schedule of communication events). The
schedule of communication events of robot rij , denoted by
schedij , is defined as an infinite repetition of the finite
sequence
sij =X, . . . ,X, i,X, . . . ,X, j,X, . . . ,X, (4)
i.e., schedij = sij , sij , · · · = sωij , where ω stands for the
infinite repetition of sij .
The detailed construction of such conflict-free schedules
is omitted and can be found in [17, Sec. V]. In Definition
III.1, i and j represent communication events for teams Ti
and Tj , respectively, and the discrete states X indicate that
there is no communication event for robot rij . The length
of sequence sij is T = max {di}Mi=1 + 1 for all robots
rij , where di denotes the degree of node i ∈ VT . Also,
we denote by schedij(kij) the kij-th entry in the sequence
schedij , where kij ∈ N. Hereafter, we call the indices
kij epochs. The schedules in Definition III.1 ensure that the
communication network is intermittently connected, i.e., all
teams Ti communicate infinitely often [17].
Note that the schedules schedij define the order in which
robots rij participate in communication events for the teams
Ti and Tj . Specifically, at an epoch kij ∈ N, robot rij needs
to communicate with all robots that belong to either Ti or
Tj , if schedij(kij) = i or schedij(kij) = j, respectively. If
schedij(kij) = X , then robot rij does not need to participate
in any communication event. By construction of the schedules
schedij , it holds that the epochs when the communication
events for a team Ti will occur are the same for all rij ∈ Ti.
Note also that due to the infinite repetition of the sequence
sij , communication among robots in any team Ti recurs
every T epochs. Specifically, denoting by k0Ti the first epoch
when communication happens within team Ti, communication
within Ti will also take place at epochs {k0Ti + nT}∞n=0. For
example, the schedule schedij = [i, j,X]ω determines that
robot rij needs to communicate with robots in teams Ti and
Tj at epochs {1 +nT}∞n=0 and {2 +nT}∞n=0, respectively. At
epochs {3+nT}∞n=0, robot rij does not need to participate in
any communication event. Finally, observe that the schedules
schedij do not determine the actual time instants or locations
that these communication events should occur. These time
instants and locations are determined by the planning problem;
cf. Section III-B.
Since the robots communicate intermittently, information is
propagated across the network with a delay. In the following
proposition, we show that this delay depends on the structure
of the graph GT and on the period T of the schedules
schedij .
Proposition III.2. The worst case delay, measured in terms
of elapsed epochs kij , with which information collected by
robot rij will propagate to every other robot in the network
is DGT = (T − 1)LGT , where LGT is the longest shortest
path in GT and T is the period of the schedules schedij .
Specifically, LGT is defined as LGT = maxi,e∈{1,...,M} |`ie|,
where `ie denotes the shortest path in GT that connects the
teams Ti and Te, and |`ie| is the number of nodes in `ie.
Proof. Assume that robot rij collects information at epoch
kij . Without loss of generality, assume that the next commu-
nication event for robot rij is with team Ti. By construction
of the schedules, at most T − 1 epochs will elapse from
epoch kij until this communication event happens. Thus,
the information collected by robot rij at epoch kij will
be transmitted to all robots in team Ti in K1 ≤ T − 1
epochs. Next consider the number of epochs required for this
information to be transmitted from team Ti to any other team
Te. Since the graph GT is connected by assumption, there
is at least one path that connects team Ti to team Te and,
therefore, information can be propagated from Ti to Te. Let
`ie denote the shortest path between teams Ti and Te. Then,
this information will be transmitted from Ti to Te through
the path `ie, within (|`ie| − 1)(T − 1) epochs, where |`ie|
is the length of the shortest path. Therefore, we get that
Kie ≤ (|`ie| − 1)(T − 1). Finally, given an arbitrary team Ti,
we get Kie ≤ (LGT − 1)(T − 1), where LGT stands for the
longest shortest path in GT , i.e., LGT = maxi,e∈{1,...,M} |`ie|
by definition. Therefore, the packet of information collected
by robot rij at epoch kij will be transmitted to any other team
Te and, consequently, to all robots within DGT = K1 +Kie ≤
T − 1 + (LGT − 1)(T − 1) = LGT (T − 1) epochs.
Remark III.3 (Discrete States X). In the schedules schedij ,
defined in Definition III.1, the states X indicate that no
communication events occur for robot rij at the current epoch.
These states are used to synchronize the communication events
over the epochs kij ∈ N+, i.e., to ensure that the epochs kij
when communication happens for team Ti, i ∈M, is the same
for all robots rij ∈ Ti. Nevertheless, as shown in Theorem 7.8
in [17], it is the order of the communication events in schedij
that is critical to ensure intermittent communication, and not
the epochs or the time instants that they take place.
B. Informative Path Planning
The schedules schedij developed in Section III-A deter-
mine an abstract sequence of communication events that are
not associated with any physical location in space. Similarly,
the notion of an epoch indicates the place of a communication
event within the sequence schedij but is not associated with
physical time. In this section, we embed the sequence of
communication events schedij over the epochs kij into time
t and space Ω. For this we design robot trajectories that not
only allow the robots to obtain measurements of the state that
minimize estimation uncertainty, but also ensure that all robots
in every team become connected and communicate with each
other at the epochs specified by the schedules schedij .
Let k be an epoch when a communication event takes
place for team Ti, i.e., schedij(k) = i, where to simplify
notation we drop dependence of the epoch kij on the robot rij .
Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed planning algorithm for robot r14. The
communication schedule sched14 has the following form, sched14 =
[1, 4, X]ω , with period T = 3. The figure shows the path segments pk14
that robot r14 follows, where the paths p514 and p
7
14 were designed at epochs
k = 5 − T = 2 and k = 7 − T = 4, respectively. The starting location of
the path p714 that leads to a connected configuration within team T1 starts at
the location p14(t5f,14) at which the last communication event for robot r14
occurred. Also, observe that since sched14(6) = X , the path p614 = ∅.
Moreover, assume that the path pij(t) is divided into segments
indexed by the epochs and, let pkij : [t
k
0,ij , t
k
f,ij ]→ Ωfree denote
the k-th segment of path pij(t) of robot rij ∈ Ti starting
at the discrete time tk0,ij and ending at t
k
f,ij . Communication
within team Ti during the k-th epoch takes place at the time
instant tkf,Ti = maxrij∈Ti
{
tkf,ij
}
when all robots rij ∈ Ti
arrive at the end locations pij(tkf,ij) of their paths p
k
ij . The
starting location pij(tk0,ij) of the path p
k
ij coincides with the
location where the last communication event for robot rij
took place within team Tj ; see also Figure 2. The epoch and
corresponding time instant when communication within team
Tj took place are denoted by k¯ and tk¯f,Tj , respectively, where
k − T + 1 ≤ k¯ < k by periodicity of the communication
schedules. Thus, robot rij starts executing the path segment
pkij at the time instant t
k
0,ij = t
k¯
f,Tj and finishes its execution
at tkf,ij . At time t
k
f,Ti , when all robots in Ti communicate, they
collectively design the path segments pk+Tij , ∀rij ∈ Ti, that
will result in a connected configuration for team Ti at epoch
k + T ; see Figure 2. In what follows, our goal is to design
path segments pk+Tij that minimize estimation uncertainty and
satisfy the following three constraints:
(a) First, the paths pk+Tij do not intersect with the obstacles
and respect the dynamics (3).
(b) Second, the end locations pij(tk+Tf,ij ) for all robots rij ∈
Ti correspond to a connected communication graph GTi
for team Ti.
(c) Third, the end times tk+Tf,ij of the paths p
k+T
ij are the
same and equal to tk+Tf,Ti for all robots rij ∈ Ti, so
that there are no robots waiting for the arrival of other
robots to communicate. Minimizing waiting times allows
the robots to spend more time collecting measurements
needed for estimation.
To achieve this goal, we formulate an optimal control
problem that the robots rij ∈ Ti need to solve in order to
design paths pk+Tij when they communicate at epoch k. Specif-
ically, let Gk+TTi = (VTi , Ek+TTi ) denote the communication
graph of team Ti at epoch k + T , where VTi = {rij ∈ Ti}
and Ek+TTi = {(rij , rie) | ‖pij(tk+Tf,ij ) − pie(tk+Tf,ie )‖ ≤ R},
where R is the communication range. We define by C =
{G(V, E) |λ2(L(G)) > 0}, the set of all connected graphs G
with vertices in the set V and edges in the set E , i.e., the set
of graphs G whose Laplacian matrix L(G) has positive second
smallest eigenvalue [50].
Then, the optimal control problem that we formulate to
solve Problem II.2 can be defined as follows:
min
PTi ,tf,Ti
tf,Ti∑
t=t0,Ti
unc(PTi(t)) (5)
s.t. pij(t
k+T
0,ij ) = pij(t
k¯
f,Tj ), ∀rij ∈ Ti
pij(t) ∈ Ωfree, ∀rij ∈ Ti
pij(t+ 1) = g(pij(t),uij(t)), ∀rij ∈ Ti
Gk+TTi ∈ C,
tf,Ti ≥ tk+T0,ij , ∀rij ∈ Ti
tf,ij = tf,Ti , ∀rij ∈ Ti,
unc(PTi(tf,Ti)) ≤ δ.
In (5), PTi stands for the joint path of the robots rij ∈ Ti
that lives in the joint space Ω|Ti|free . Projection of this path on
the workspace of robot rij yields the path segment pk+Tij .
Also, unc(PTi(t))) denotes an arbitrary uncertainty metric
such as a scalar function of the covariance matrix [18], the
Fisher information matrix [48], or the entropy or mutual
information of the posterior distribution of x(t) [49]. 2 Specif-
ically, in Section IV, we employ the maximum eigenvalue
of the posterior covariance as the uncertainty metric. Then,
the objective function measures the cumulative uncertainty in
the estimation of the state x(t) after fusing information from
all robots rij ∈ Ti collected along their individual paths pij
from t0,Ti = min{tk+T0,ij } up to time tf,Ti , given all earlier
measurements available to team Ti. The first constraint in (5)
enforces that the paths start from the location at which the pre-
vious communication event for the robots rij ∈ Ti occurred.
The second constraint in (5) ensures that the designed paths
are continuous and lie in the free space. The third constraint
ensures that the dynamics (3) is satisfied as the robots rij ∈ Ti
travel along their path segments pk+Tij . The fourth constraint
ensures that the communication graph Gk+TTi constructed at
epoch k + T , once all robots in Ti reach the end point of
their respective paths pk+Tij , is connected. The fifth constraint
requires the final time tf,Ti to be greater than the initial time
tk+T0,ij , for all robots rij ∈ Ti. The next constraint requires
that all robots rij ∈ Ti terminate the execution of their path
segments pk+Tij at time instants tf,ij that are the same and
equal to tf,Ti , i.e., no waiting time. The final constraint in
2The uncertainty metric unc(·) depends on the hidden state x(t) which in
turn depends on the collected measurements and thus the robot paths PTi (t).
In (5), we consider the explicit dependence on PTi (t) for simplicity.
Algorithm 1 Sampling-based Informative Path Planning
1: Set Vs = {v0}, Es = ∅, and Xg = ∅;
2: for s = 1, . . . , nsample do
3: Sample Ωfree to acquire vrand;
4: Find the nearest node vnearest ∈ Vs to vrand;
5: Steer from vnearest toward vrand to select vnew;
6: if CollisionFree(vnearest,vnew) then
7: Update the set of vertices Vs = Vs ∪ {vnew};
8: Build the set Vnear = {v ∈ Vs | ‖v − vnew‖ < r};
9: Extend the tree towards vnew (Algorithm 2);
10: Rewire the tree (Algorithm 3);
11: end if
12: end for
13: Find vend ∈ X ig with smallest uncertainty;
14: Return the path Pk+TTi = (v0, . . . ,vend);
15: Project Pk+TTi onto the workspace of rij to get p
k+T
ij ;
(5) requires that the uncertainty metric unc(PTi(tf,Ti))) at
time tf,Ti is below a specified threshold δ > 0. This ensures
that the robots explore the environment sufficiently before
they communicate again. This constraint can be replaced with
other equivalent constraints serving the same purpose, e.g.,
minimum travel distance before communication. Appropriate
selection of the constraint and the threshold value is problem-
dependent; see Section IV for more details.
C. Sampling-based Solution to Planning Problem
Solving the path planning problem (5) in practice
can be very challenging particularly because the function
unc(PTi(t)) can be non-smooth, the set Ωfree is often non-
convex, and the problem explicitly involves the time variable
t. Sampling-based algorithms can address the first two difficul-
ties if the objective function is monotonic and bounded [30].
The presence of the meeting time and locations in the optimal
control problem (5) create additional challenges that further
justify application of a sampling-based algorithm to solve (5).
Specifically, here we propose a sampling-based algorithm that
is built upon the RRT∗ algorithm [30]. The proposed algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Application of Algorithm 1 requires definition of a cost
function and a goal set X ig . Referring to (5), the cost of the
joint path PTi that lives in Ω
|Ti|
free is defined as Cost(PTi) =∑tf,Ti
t=t0,i unc(PTi(t)). This function is additive and since the
uncertainty metric unc(PTi) ≥ 0, it is also monotone, i.e.,
Cost(P1Ti) ≤ Cost(P1Ti |P2Ti) = Cost(P1Ti) + Cost(P2Ti),
where | stands for the concatenation of the paths P1Ti and P2Ti .
Thus, we can use a sampling-based algorithm to minimize it.
On the other hand, the goal set captures the constraints of the
optimal control problem (5). We define this set for team Ti as
X ig = {v ∈ Ω|Ti|free | (i) λ2(L(Gk+TTi (v))) > 0,
(ii) min
rij∈Ti
tij(v) = max
rij∈Ti
tij(v)
(iii) unc(v) ≤ δ}. (6)
In words, the goal set X ig collects all points v ∈ Ω|Ti|free
that satisfy three conditions. First, the configuration v should
Fig. 3. The schematic representation of a sampling-based solution for the
planning problem (5). Robots are illustrated by red and green disks residing
in 1-D workspace. This results in a 2-D joint space Ω|Ti| shown above. The
gray square and circles in this space denote the root of the tree and the samples
taken by algorithm. The goal set X ig ⊂ Ω|Ti| is a subset of the area between
the red dashed lines where the two robots are within communication range
R. The time constraint (ii) in (6) depends on the initial times of the robots
and determines the size of this subset. Red circle stands for a sample that lies
within the goal set and is connected to the root through the red solid lines.
correspond to a connected communication graph at epoch
k+ T capturing the fourth constraint in (5). Second, the time
instants at which robots rij arrive at the projection of v ∈ Ω|Ti|free
to their own workspace, denoted by tij(v), are the same for
all robots rij ∈ Ti, i.e., minrij∈Ti tij(v) = maxrij∈Ti tij(v)
captures the sixth constraint in (5). Third, the uncertainty
metric evaluated at v should be less than a threshold δ
capturing the last constraint in (5).
Algorithm 1 generates a tree denoted by Gs = {Vs, Es}
that resides in Ω|Ti|free where Vs denotes its set of nodes and Es
denotes its set of edges. This tree is initialized as Vs = {v0},
Es = ∅ [line 1, Alg. 1] where the root v0 ∈ Ω|Ti|free of the tree
is selected so that it matches the positions pij(tk+T0,ij ) of the
robots rij ∈ Ti in the joint space Ω|Ti|free . This way we ensure
that the first constraint in (5) is satisfied. In other words, the
tree generated by Algorithm 1 is rooted at the end point of
the previous paths pk¯ij , where k < k¯ ≤ k + T − 1. The tree
Gs = {Vs, Es} is built incrementally by adding new samples
v ∈ Ω|Ti|free to Vs and corresponding edges to Es, based on
three operations: ‘Sample’ [line 3, Alg. 1], ‘Extend’ [line
9, Alg. 1], and ‘Rewire’ [line 10, Alg. 1]. After taking nsample
samples, where nsample > 0 is user-specified, Algorithm 1
terminates and returns the node vend ∈ X ig with the smallest
cost. Then, the path Pk+TTi = (v0, . . . ,vend) that connects vend
to the root v0 of the tree can be obtained [lines 13-14, Alg. 1].
The individual path segments pk+Tij of the robots are obtained
by projecting the joint path Pk+TTi onto the workspace of each
robot. Note that the paths start at different initial times tk+T0,ij
but end at the same final time tk+Tf,Ti since vend belongs to the
goal set. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Extend
1: Set vmin = vnearest and uncmin = Cost(vnew);
2: for vnear ∈ Vnear do
3: Compute Cost(vnew) with vnear as the parent (Algo-
rithm 4);
4: if CollisionFree(vnear,vnew) ∧ Cost(vnew) <
uncmin then
5: Set vmin = vnear, uncmin = Cost(vnew);
6: end if
7: end for
8: Update the set of edges Es = Es ∪ {(vmin,vnew)};
9: Cost(vnew) = uncmin;
10: if vnew ∈ X ig then
11: Update X ig = X ig ∪ {vnew};
12: end if
1) Sampling function: At every iteration of Algorithm 1, a
new sample vrand from the joint space Ω
|Ti|
free is taken [line 3,
Alg. 1]. We assume that the first B samples are drawn from a
distribution f1 : Ω
|Ti|
free → [0, 1], e.g., a uniform distribution that
forces the robots to explore Ω|Ti|free , and then samples are drawn
from a second distribution f2 : Ω
|Ti|
free → [0, 1] that promotes
the construction of a connected communication graph GTi .
Specific choices for these sampling functions are discussed
in Section IV.
2) Steer: The next step in Algorithm 1 is to examine if
the tree can be extended towards the new sample vrand. First,
among all the nodes in the set Vs we find the nearest node
to vrand, which is denoted by vnearest [line 4, Alg. 1]. Then,
we define a steering function that given the robot dynamics
(3) returns a point vnew [line 5, Alg. 1], that (i) minimizes
the distance ‖vnew − vrand‖, (ii) satisfies ‖vnearest − vnew‖ ≤ ,
for some  > 0, and (iii) minimizes the time difference
maxrij∈Ti vnew−minrij∈Ti vnew.3 Note that the steering func-
tion captures the dynamics of the robots [51], i.e., the third
constraint in (5). The specific steering function used in this
paper for robots with single integrator dynamics and bounded
maximum velocities is discussed in Appendix A.
3) Extend: Given the new point vnew, Algorithm 1 next
examines if the tree Gs can be extended towards vnew [lines
6-9, Alg. 1]. Specifically, first it examines if vnew can be
reached from vnearest through a path that satisfies the dynamics
(3) and lies in Ωfree. This is checked using the function
CollisionFree(vnearest,vnew) [line 6, Alg. 1]. If this is the
case, then vnew is added to the set Vs [line 7, Alg. 1] and we
construct the set Vnear = {v ∈ Vs | ‖v − vnew‖ < r}, for some
r > 0 selected as in [30], that collects all nodes in Vs that are
within distance r from the point vnew [line 8, Alg. 1]. Then,
among all the nodes in Vnear, we pick the parent node of vnew,
denoted by vmin, that incurs the minimum possible cost for
the node vnew [line 9, Alg. 1]. This process is described in
Algorithm 2.
3Depending on the robot dynamics (3) and the arrival times of robots rij ∈
Ti at their respective positions in the configuration vnearest ∈ Ω|Ti|free , it may
be impossible for the robots to arrive at the locations determined by vnew at
the same time. Then, ‘Steer’ minimizes the difference in arrival time.
Algorithm 3 Rewire
1: for vnear ∈ Vnear do
2: if CollisionFree(vnew,vnear) ∧
minrij∈Ti tij(vnear) = maxrij∈Ti tij(vnear) then
3: Compute cost Cost(vnear) with vnew as the parent
(Algorithm 4);
4: if Cost(vnear) ≤ Cost(vnear) ∧
minrij∈Ti tij(vnear) = maxrij∈Ti tij(vnear) then
5: Update the set of edges Es = Es\{(vparent,vnear)}∪
{(vnew,vnear)};
6: end if
7: end if
8: Update the goal set X ig ;
9: end for
Algorithm 2 is initialized with vmin = vnearest [line 1, Alg.
2]. The cost of vnew given the parent node vmin is denoted by
uncmin = Cost(vnew) and its calculation is discussed in Sec-
tion III-D. Then, for every candidate parent node vnear ∈ Vnear
of vnew, Algorithm 2 checks if there is a collision-free path
that connects vnew to vnear and calculates the cost Cost(vnew).
If Cost(vnew) ≤ uncmin, then the parent node of vnew is
updated as vmin = vnear and the corresponding cost is updated
as uncmin = Cost(vnew). This process is repeated for all
nodes vnear ∈ Vnear. Once all nodes vnear ∈ Vnear are examined,
the parent vmin of vnew is selected and we update the set of
edges as Es = Es ∪ {(vmin,vnew)} [line 8, Alg. 2]. If vnew
satisfies the three conditions of the goal set, specified in (6),
then we update the set as X ig = X ig ∪{vnew} [line 11, Alg. 2].
4) Rewire: After extending the tree Gs towards vnew the
rewiring process follows that checks if it is possible to
further reduce the cost of the nodes of the tree by rewiring
them through vnew [line 10, Alg. 1]. The rewiring opera-
tion is described in Algorithm 3. In particular, for every
node vnear ∈ Vnear that (i) satisfies minrij∈Ti tij(vnear) =
maxrij∈Ti tij(vnear), and (ii) can be connected through an
obstacle-free path to vnew, we compute Cost(vnear) assuming
that vnear was connected to vnew [lines 1-3, Alg. 3]. Then we
rewire vnear if the cost Cost(vnear) using vnew as its parent
is less than the current cost Cost(vnear) and if there are
control inputs uij that can still drive all robots to vnear at
the same time [line 4, Alg. 3]. If both conditions are satisfied,
then we update the set of edges Es by deleting the previous
edge (vparent,vnear), where vparent stands for the previous parent
of vnear, and adding the new edge (vnew,vnear) [line 5, Alg.
3]. Notice that the requirement that a node vnear ∈ Vnear
should satisfy minrij∈Ti tij(vnear) = maxrij∈Ti tij(vnear) to
get rewired does not exist in the the RRT∗ algorithm [30].
If a node vnear is rewired then we update the cost of all
successor nodes of vnear in Vs. Also, notice that after rewiring a
node vnear, the time instant tij(vnear) associated with the arrival
of robots rij at vnear may change. As a result, Cost(vnear)
may change, since the cost Cost(v) depends on the time
instants at which the robots rij ∈ Ti are physically present at
their respective positions in the configuration v ∈ Ω|Ti|free ; see
Section III-D. Consequently the cost of all successor nodes of
vnear may change as well. Thus, after rewiring, the goal set
needs to be updated, by checking if vnear and its successor
nodes satisfy the relevant conditions [line 8, Algorithm 3].
D. Computation of Cost Function
In this section, we discuss the computation of the cost
Cost(vchild) of a node vchild given a candidate parent vparent
required in Algorithms 2 and 3. Notice that Cost(vchild)
corresponds to the cost of the path that connects the node vchild
to the root of the tree v0. As our uncertainty metric, we use the
maximum eigenvalue of the posterior covariance CTi(t) com-
puted using only local information available to team Ti, i.e.,
unc(PTi(t)) = λn(CTi(t)), where λn(·) denotes maximum
eigenvalue. Keeping in mind that the posterior estimate xˆTi(t)
of x(t) and covariance CTi(t) are obtained using only the local
measurements available to team Ti, we drop the subscript Ti
from these notations for simplicity. To obtain the posterior
estimate, here we use the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
fuse the measurements that will be collected along the paths of
the robots. The details are given in Algorithm 4. Specifically,
to compute Cost(vchild), we first construct a finite sequence
Y = {(t1,q1), . . . , (t2,q2), . . . , (tΞ,qΞ)}, where
t1 = min
rij∈Ti
tij(vparent) and tΞ = max
rij∈Ti
tij(vchild), (7)
that collects the time instants tξ and corresponding locations
qξ ∈ Ωfree where the robots in team Ti will take measurements,
following their projected paths from vparent to vchild. We
assume that the robots take measurements every ∆t ∈ N.
The cost of node vchild is initialized as Cost(vchild) =
Cost(vparent) [line 1, Alg. 4]. Then, using the EKF from t1
until tΞ we update the cost of vchild by fusing sequentially
all predicted measurements that will be taken at locations
and time instants collected in Y . Specifically, during the time
intervals (tξ−1, tξ), we execute the prediction stage (8) of the
EKF to compute the predicted covariance matrix C(t) of the
estimate xˆ(t). Given the predicted covariance matrix C(t),
we compute unc(PTi(t)), where PTi(t) ∈ Ω|Ti|free is the joint
position of robots in team Ti at time t. Then, we update the
cost of vchild as Cost(vchild) = Cost(vchild) + unc(PTi(t)),
for all discrete t ∈ (tξ−1, tξ) [lines 4-7, Alg. 4]. At time
step tξ, using the predicted measurement that would be taken
at this time instant, we compute the estimated covariance
matrix C(tξ) [lines 9-11, Alg. 4]. Given C(tξ), we com-
pute unc(PTi(tξ)) and update the cost of node vchild as
Cost(vchild) = Cost(vchild) + unc(PTi(tξ)) [line 12, Alg.
4]. This procedure is repeated for all intervals (tξ, tξ+1).
It is possible that multiple concurrent measurements are
taken by robots. In this case, these measurements must be
fused together in Algorithm 4. Moreover, during planning,
the actual measurements y(tξ) in (9a) are unavailable and the
predicted state will directly be used in (10b).
Remark III.4 (Alternative Estimation Filters). In Algorithm 4
we use the EKF to fuse the measurements collected by the
robots but any other estimation filter could be used. Particu-
larly, the Information form of the Kalman filter is attractive
for distributed fusion since the information from different
measurements is additive, cf. [52]. For the case of out-of-order
data, the Information form requires storage of an information
Algorithm 4 Extended Kalman Filter
Require: Dynamics (1) and observation (2) models;
Require: Finite sequence of measurements Y;
Require: Process noise covariance Q(t) and measurement
noise covariance R(t);
Require: Initial estimates xˆ(tnear) and C(tnear);
1: Initialize Cost(vchild) = Cost(vparent);
2: Set ξ = 2;
3: while ξ ≤ Ξ do
4: for t = tξ−1 : tξ do
5: Compute the Jacobians F(t−1) = ∇xf |xˆ(t−1),u(t−1)
and L(t− 1) = ∇wf |xˆ(t−1),u(t−1);
6: Compute the EKF prediction:
xˆ(t) = f(xˆ(t− 1),u(t− 1)) (8a)
C(t) = F(t− 1)C(t− 1)F(t− 1)T+ (8b)
L(t− 1)Q(t− 1)L(t− 1)T
Cost(vchild) = Cost(vchild) + unc(PTi(t)) (8c)
7: end for
8: Compute the Jacobians H(tξ) = ∇xh|xˆ(tξ),qξ and
M(tξ) = ∇vh|xˆ(tξ),qξ ;
9: Compute Innovations:
y¯(tξ) = y(tξ)− h(xˆ(tξ),qξ) (9a)
S(tξ) = H(tξ)C(tξ)H(tξ)
T +M(tξ)R(tξ)M(tξ)
T
(9b)
10: Kalman gain: K(tξ) = C(tξ)H(tξ)T S(tξ)−1;
11: Compute the EKF estimates:
xˆ(tξ) = xˆ(tξ) +K(tξ)y¯(tξ) (10a)
C(tξ) = [In −K(tξ)H(tξ)] C(tξ) (10b)
12: Update Cost(vchild) = Cost(vchild) +unc(PTi(tξ));
13: end while
vector, with length n, corresponding to each measurement [24]
and the Kalman form requires storage of the time, location, and
value of each measurement, i.e., a vector of length (1+d+m).
Therefore, the selection of the appropriate filter is problem-
dependent. For networks with limited resources, there exist a
family of DSE algorithms that reduce the communication and
computational overhead by performing inexact robust fusion of
the out-of-order data; see [23] and the references therein. Other
approximate methods utilize low rank representations of the
covariance matrix for efficient data fusion [53], [54]. Applica-
tion of such methods can particularly improve the efficiency
of path planning without sacrificing accuracy. Furthermore,
the present value of delayed information diminishes as the
delay increases [24]; thus, the robots can stop communicating
old information to further conserve bandwidth and memory
if necessary. Other heuristics of this kind may be adapted
depending on application; see, e.g., [55].
E. Completeness and Optimality
Our proposed sampling-based algorithm is probabilistically
complete, i.e., if there exist paths pk+Tij that terminate at the
goal set (6), then Algorithm 1 will find them with probability
1, as nsample → ∞. To show this result, recall that RRT∗ is
probabilistically complete given the functions ‘Steer’ and
‘Extend’ [30]. The only requirement in the ‘Steer’ function
is that the node vnew is closer to vrand than vnearest is, which is
trivially satisfied by Algorithm 1. Finally since the ‘Extend’
function, described in Algorithm 2, is the as same as the
extend operation of RRT∗ [30], we conclude that Algorithm
1 is probabilistically complete.
Nevertheless, Algorithm 1 is not asymptotically optimal,
since rewiring a node that belongs to Vnear takes place only
if its cost after rewiring decreases and all robots can still
arrive at this node simultaneously. On the other hand, in the
rewiring step of RRT∗ the time constraint considered here
is not present. To recover the asymptotic optimality of the
RRT∗ we can relax the time constraint (ii) in the goal set
(6) and perform the rewiring step as in the RRT∗ algorithm.
As a result, the robots will not form a connected graph
simultaneously. Requiring all robots to form a connected graph
at the same time has two benefits. First, it prevents the robots
from waiting at a fixed location which is suboptimal for the
estimation of a dynamic process. Second aligning the time
stamp of measurements of the agents during sampling, speeds
up the fusion process and alleviates the need for storing
measurement information every time a new node is added to
the tree. To see this, note that in order to compute the cost of
a new sample vchild, we fuse the measurements in the interval
(t1, tΞ) defined by (7). The length of this interval increases
when the time constraint (ii) is not enforced. Moreover, the
measurements associated with time instants that belong to the
interval (minrij∈Ti tij(vchild), tΞ) need to be retained for the
computation of the cost function for the future samples whose
parent is vchild.
F. Integrated Path Planning and Intermittent Communication
Control
The integrated algorithm is described in Algorithm 5. Every
robot rij follows the path pkij while collecting measurements
[line 2, Alg. 5]. 4 When robot rij reaches the final waypoint
of that path segment, all robots in team Ti form a connected
communication network, simultaneously. When this happens,
the robots exchange the information they have collected since
their last communication event. This information can be due
to new measurements or communication with other teams Tj
[line 3, Alg. 5]. Particularly, in order to identify duplicate
information, each robot constructs and maintains a local copy
of the information that it owns. This process is very similar to
the concept of information trees in [55]. Given the new set of
measurements, the state estimate and the respective covariance
are updated using the Extended Kalman Filter [line 4, Alg. 5]
4Before the first communication event, robots in team Ti have not designed
yet any paths pkij . The paths that the robots of team Ti should follow to
participate in their first communication event are a priori planned and are
denoted by pinitij .
Algorithm 5 Integrated Control Framework for Robot rij
Require: Initial paths pinitij and the plan schedij ;
1: for k = 1 :∞ do
2: Move along the path pkij and collect measurements
every ∆t;
3: When the final waypoint of pkij is reached, exchange
information with all other robots rij ∈ Ti;
4: Update the state estimate and the covariance matrix up
to the current time t using Algorithm 4;
5: Compute the paths pk+Tij to be followed to reach the
next meeting event;
6: end for
given in Algorithm 4. Finally, the robots in team Ti compute
the paths pk+Tij that will allow them to reconnect at epoch
k + T [line 5, Alg. 5].
Remark III.5 (Memory Requirement). From Proposition III.2,
it follows that information collected by any robot rij will be
propagated to all teams within at most DGT epochs. Thus,
information collected in earlier epochs can be discarded.
Remark III.6 (Exogenous Disturbances). Note that exogenous
disturbances may affect the travel times of the robots. To
account for such delays, we can require each robot rij ∈ Ti
that finishes the execution of its path to wait until all other
robots in team Ti also complete their paths. We can show that
under this control policy, the network is deadlock-free meaning
that there are no robots in any team Ti that are waiting forever
to communicate with other robots in team Ti; see Proposition
6.2 in [17] for more details.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The proposed state estimation framework, described in Al-
gorithm 5, can be applied to any state estimation problem, such
as target tracking [12], estimation of spatio-temporal fields
[27], or state estimation in distributed parameter systems [56]–
[58], as long as the cost function Cost(PTi) is additive and
monotone. In this section, we demonstrate the performance
of the proposed algorithm for a target tracking problem in
a non-convex environment. Specifically, we consider N = 8
robots and 8 targets that reside in a 10 × 10 × 5m3 indoor
environment, shown from top in Figure 8. The targets move
in this 3D environment while avoiding the obstacles and are
modeled by a linear time-invariant dynamics
xa(t+ 1) = Aaxa(t) +Baua(t) +wa(t),
where a denotes the target index, xa(t) ∈ R3, and wa(t) ∼
(0,Qa(t)), where Qa(t) ∈ S3++ denotes the covariance matrix
of the process noise associated with a-th target. For simplicity,
we assume that the targets follow linear or circular paths
corrupted by process noise. We also consider ground robots
that live in Ω, which is the 2D projection of the space of
targets. The robots are governed with the following first-order
dynamics
pij(t+ 1) = pij(t) + uij(t),
where pij(t) ∈ R2, uij ∈ R2, and ‖uij‖ ≤ 0.1m. The
communication range of the robots is R = 0.2m. Observe
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Fig. 4. Graphical depiction of the standard deviation σ(t) defined in (12).
that the communication radius is small compared to the size
of the workspace. The robots need to move in Ωfree to estimate
the 3D positions xa(t) of all targets.
We equip the robots with omnidirectional, range-only, line-
of-sight sensors with limited range of 5m. Every robot can
take noisy measurements of its distance from all targets that
lie within its sight and range. Specifically, the measurement
associated with target a is given by
yij,a = `ij,a(t) + v(t) if `ij,a(t) ≤ 5, (11)
where `ij,a(t) = ||pij(t)− xa(t)||, v(t) ∼ N (0, σ2(t)), and
σ(t) =
 0.01, if `ij,a(t) ≤ 1,0.045 `ij,a(t)− 0.035, if 1 < `ij,a(t) ≤ 3,
0.1, if 3 < `ij,a(t) ≤ 5.
(12)
The standard deviation σ(t) is very small, i.e., 0.01m, when
the robot rij and target a are less than 1m apart and then
linearly increases until it becomes flat at 0.1m between 3m to
5m; see also Figure 4. This model captures the fact that the
range readings become less accurate as the distance increases
and is designed to motivate the robots to approach the targets.
The initial positions of the targets are stacked in the vector
x0 =[(1, 2, 1.5), (1, 1, 1.3), (8.5, 1.5, 0.8), (9.2, 9, 1),
(7, 8, 1.1), (5.9, 9, 1.2), (3, 9, 1.3), (1.8, 8.2, 0.9)]T .
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is initialized as5
xˆ0 =[(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (9, 1, 1), (9, 9.5, 1),
(7, 9.5, 1), (4, 9, 1), (2.5, 7, 1), (1, 9, 1)]T ,
and the respective covariance matrix C(0) ∈ S24++ is initialized
to be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to 0.25m2.
As mentioned in Section III-D, we select the cost function as
unc(PTi(t)) = λn(CTi(t)), where λn(·) denotes maximum
eigenvalue and CTi ∈ S24++ is the covariance matrix computed
using only local information from team Ti.6 In this way, we
5Note that the EKF can be initialized arbitrarily. However, the more
inaccurate the initialization is, the worse the localization performance is, as
the EKF relies on the linearization of the nonlinear measurement model (11)
around the estimate xˆ.
6The dimension of CTi is 24 as it pertains to 8 targets that reside in R
3.
minimize the worst-case uncertainty of localizing the targets.
The goal set is constructed as in (6) where for the problem at
hand, the constraint (iii) in (6) is defined as λn(CaiTi(tf,Ti)) ≤
δ, in which ai is the most uncertain target from the view
point of team Ti and CaiTi(t) is the ai-th diagonal block in the
covariance matrix CTi . In other words, we require each team
Ti to design paths so that the uncertainty of the most uncertain
target, determined according to the local information of team
Ti, drops below a threshold δ. In what follows, we select δ =
0.122m2, i.e., team Ti must localize the most uncertain target
with uncertainty not worse than 0.12m. If the team does not
find a feasible path that satisfies this constraint for the given
number of samples nsample, then the constraint (iii) in the goal
set (6) is checked for the next most uncertain targets.
Finally, the sampling function defined in Section III-C1, is
constructed as follows. First, we draw a pre-defined number of
samples from a uniform distribution f1 defined over Ω
|Ti|
free that
allows the team Ti to explore the domain. Then, we switch to
a distribution f2 that forces the robots to get closer and form
a connected configuration. This distribution is constructed
in two steps. Specifically, we first draw a possible meeting
location q ∈ Ωfree from a uniform distribution. Then, we
construct the joint vector µ = [qT , . . . ,qT ]T ∈ Ω|Ti|free and draw
the desired samples from the following normal distribution
f2(v) = N (µ, (2R)2I).
In what follows, in Section IV-A, we examine the perfor-
mance of our algorithm for two different configurations of the
graph GT . Then, in Section IV-B, we compare our proposed
algorithm to an algorithm that preserves end-to-end network
connectivity for all time and a heuristic approach that allows
disconnection of the network, similar to the approach proposed
here, but selects randomly a meeting location for every team,
where the robots in that team should meet to communicate.
The first comparison shows the significant advantage of the
framework presented here against the extensive literature on
distributed estimation [21], [24], [25] that requires all-time
connectivity. The second comparison is meant to justify the
use of the sampling-based Algorithm 1 to solve the planning
problem (5) instead of a simple heuristic.
A. Comparative Results for Different Graphs GT
First, we assume that the network of N = 8 robots is
divided into M = 8 teams defined as T1 = {r12, r18}, T2 =
{r12, r23}, T3 = {r23, r34}, T4 = {r14, r45}, T5 = {r56, r45},
T6 = {r56, r67}, T7 = {r67, r78}, T8 = {r18, r78}. The
resulting graph, denoted by G1T , is shown in Figure 1(a) and
is connected. Given the decomposition of the network into
M = 8 teams, we construct the following communication
schedules schedij for all robots rij , as discussed in Section
III-A:
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Fig. 5. Graphical depiction of the localization error e`(t) = ‖xˆg(t)−x(t)‖,
and the uncertainty metric λn(C(t)) with respect to time t considering the
graph topologies G1T and G2T .
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Notice that the period of these schedules is T = 2. At epoch
k = 1 the robots in teams T1, T3, T5, T5, T7 communicate and
decide on their next paths so that they re-connect after T = 2
epochs, i.e., at epoch k = 3.
For comparison, we also consider a second denser graph
G2T with M = 5 teams which is shown in Figure 1(b). In this
case, the robots are organized into the following teams, T1 =
{r12, r14, r15}, T2 = {r12, r23, r25}, T3 = {r23, r34, r35},
T4 = {r14, r34, r45}, and T5 = {r15, r25, r35, r45}, and the
communication schedules schedij have the following form:

sched12
sched23
sched34
sched14
sched15
sched25
sched35
sched45
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
1 2 X
3 2 X
3 4 X
1 4 X
1 X 5
X 2 5
3 X 5
X 4 5

ω
.
The comparative results for these graphs are depicted in
Figure 5. Specifically, Figure 5 shows the evolution of the
localization error e`(t) = ‖xˆg(t)− x(t)‖, and the uncertainty
metric λn(C(t)) as a function of discrete time t. In the error
metric e`(t), x(t) is a vector that stacks the true positions
of all targets and xˆg(t) stands for the estimate of x(t) and
corresponding covariance matrix C(t) assuming global fusion
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the evolution of the estimates xˆg(t), xˆT2 (t), and the
uncertainty metric λn(C(t)) when the teams are organized according to G1T .
Each purple dashed line is associated with an epoch. Specifically, the k-th
purple line corresponds to the time instant t at which all robots in T2 have
reached the k-th epoch. The thick purple dashed line denotes the epoch up to
which the evolution of the team estimate xˆT2 (t) matches exactly the evolution
of xˆg(t) and corresponds to the lower bound provided in Proposition III.2.
of all measurements taken by all robots at time t. Observe
in Figure 5, that the proposed algorithm can better estimate
the positions of the targets, when the teams are constructed
as in G1T . The reason is that the communication schedules
schedij in G1T allow more teams to visit multiple targets at
the same time compared to when the teams are determined
according to G2T . Note that xˆg(t) is a fictitious estimate, as it
is based on global fusion of measurements taken by all robots.
However, as it will be discussed later, for any time instant t
there exists a time instant t∗(t) < t up to which the local
estimate, computed using only local information available to
team Ti, matches exactly the global estimate xˆg(t). Thus, the
results in Figure 5 imply that the local estimates up to the time
instant t∗(t) are better when the teams are constructed as in
G1T . Define the average localization error and uncertainty as
e¯` =
1
tend
tend∑
t=0
‖xˆg(t)− x(t)‖, (13a)
λ¯ =
1
tend
tend∑
t=0
λn(C(t)), (13b)
where tend is the total number of discrete time steps t. Then,
when the teams are constructed as in G1T , e¯` = 0.929m and
λ¯ = 0.177m2, respectively. On the other hand, when the
teams are constructed as in G2T , the average error and average
uncertainty are e¯` = 1.127m and λ¯ = 0.532m2, respectively.
Next, we compare these two team topologies in terms of
the delays they introduce in propagating data across teams. To
this end, we define the following metric that encapsulates the
average delay with which team Ti receives information from
all other teams:
e¯id(t) =
1
t− t∗
t∑
t∗
‖xˆg(t)− xˆTi(t)‖. (14)
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Fig. 7. Graphical depiction of the time instant t∗(t) and the error e¯2d(t) as
a function of time t for the graphs G1T and G2T . The red diamonds and blue
squares correspond to communication events within team T2 for the graphs
G1T and G2T , respectively. The dashed line in the top plot refers to the ideal
case when t∗(t) = t, i.e., when there is no delay in communication. Thus,
the closer the curve t∗(t) is to the dashed line, the smaller the delays are.
In (14), t∗(t) stands for the time instant at which the global
state estimate xˆg(t), and the local state estimate xˆTi(t), after
fusing measurements of team Ti, differ for the first time.7 For
instance, this time instance t∗(t) is illustrated in Figure 6 for
team T2 of G1T . Observe that the evolution of the estimate
xˆT2(t) matches exactly the evolution of xˆg(t) up to 4 epochs
earlier than the last epoch, as expected from Proposition
III.2. Specifically, according to Proposition III.2, we have that
DG1T = (2 − 1) × 5 = 5 which means that at any epoch k
all teams will fuse all measurements taken by the robots until
epoch k − 5. As a result, xˆTi(t) at epoch k should coincide
with xˆg(t) at least up to epoch k − 5.
Recall that the discrepancy between xˆg(t) and xˆTi(t) is due
to the fact that the network gets disconnected and, therefore,
measurements taken by team Ti are not communicated to team
Tj instantaneously. The evolution of the error e¯id(t) is depicted
in Figure 7 for team T2 for both team structures. Notice that
e¯2d(t) is always larger for G1T , as expected due to Proposition
III.2. Specifically, the delay for the graph G2T is DG2T = (3−
1)× 2 = 4 and is smaller than DG1T = 5. To further illustrate
this observation, in Figure 7, we also plot for team T2 the value
of t∗ for time instances at which communication within that
team happens. Note that the time interval t∗(t)− t is always
larger when the teams are organized as in G1T . We conclude
that the selection of the the graph GT depends on the specific
problem and should achieve a balance between less uncertainty
and smaller delays.
In Figure 8, we plot the paths that teams T4 and T3 in
graph G1T designed at epochs k = 4 and k = 5, respectively.
Recall, that r34 ∈ T3 ∩ T4. At k = 4, robots of team T4
design paths to decrease the uncertainty of target 3. However,
observe in Figure 8(a) that the robots, at the end of their
7Note that the time instant t∗ depends on the considered team and epoch.
Furthermore, this value does not necessarily coincide with any epoch time
and is often larger than the lower bound provided in Proposition III.2.
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Fig. 8. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) depict the paths of teams T4 and T3, from G1T ,
designed at epochs k = 4 and k = 5, and the corresponding paths of the
targets during the time that the robots traverse these path segments. In these
figures, the black straight lines show the obstacles and the squares indicate
the beginning of the paths. Moreover, the circles and stars correspond to the
end of the path segments for the robots and targets, respectively.
paths, cannot sense target 3 due to an obstacle. Therefore, the
uncertainty of that target will not decrease when the robots
travel along these paths. The reason for this behavior is that
the paths are designed based on the predicted state, given the
filter initialization and available local information, and not the
measurements. These paths will lead to a connected graph for
team T4 at epoch 4 + T = 6. Observe also in Figure 8(b)
that the path for robot r34 ∈ T3 ∩ T4 starts at the end of its
path designed at the previous epoch k = 4, by construction
of Algorithm 1. A video simulation of the trajectories of the
robots and targets for the graph G1T , and the sequence of
meeting times and locations can be found in [59].
B. Comparison with Alternative Approaches
In this section, we compare the proposed Algorithm 5
to an algorithm that preserves network connectivity for all
time and an intermittent connectivity heuristic that employs
the same decomposition of robots into teams, but selects
random meeting locations for each team. In what follows, we
employ a team decomposition as in G1T . Specifically, for the
connectivity preserving approach, we assume that the network
of N = 8 robots maintains a fixed connected configuration
throughout the whole experiment. Then, to design informative
paths for this network, we apply the RRT∗ algorithm to design
paths for the geometric center of this configuration, so that
the uncertainty of the most uncertain target drops below a
threshold δ. Once the connected network travels along the
resulting path, the RRT∗ algorithm is executed again to find
the next informative path. Notice that the paths constructed for
the all-time connected network are asymptotically optimal. On
the other hand, for the heuristic approach the path segments
pkij are selected to be the geodesic paths that connect the
initial locations to the randomly selected meeting location. The
geodesic paths are computed using the toolbox in [60]. When
traveling along the paths designed by this heuristic, the time
constraint is not satisfied and the robots need to wait at their
meeting locations for their team members.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the localization error
e`(t) = ‖xˆg(t)− x(t)‖, and the uncertainty metric λn(C(t))
as a function of time t for both approaches compared to our
method. Notice that our method outperforms the algorithm that
requires all robots to remain connected for all time. The reason
is that our proposed algorithm allows the robots to disconnect
in order to visit multiple targets simultaneously, which cannot
happen using an all-time connectivity algorithm. Observe also
that our algorithm performs better than the heuristic approach
which justifies the use of a sampling-based algorithm to solve
(5) instead of a computationally inexpensive method that picks
random meeting locations connected to each other through
geodesic paths.
The heuristic approach performs better in Figure 9 than
the algorithm that enforces end-to-end network connectivity
for all time; this is not always the case. To elaborate more,
we compare the performance of the algorithms for 4 and 8
targets in Table I in terms of the average localization error
and the average uncertainty defined in (13). Observe that as
we decrease the number of targets, the all-time connectivity
algorithm performs better than the heuristic approach. The
reason for this is that the all-time connectivity approach forces
the network of robots to visit the targets sequentially. Thus,
for larger number of targets it takes longer to revisit a specific
target and this results in uncertainty spikes. On the other
hand, the heuristic approach selects the meeting locations
randomly. Thus, as we populate the domain with targets,
the paths designed by the heuristic cross nearby a target
with larger probability which improves its performance. Our
proposed algorithm outperforms both approaches regardless
of the number of targets. In Table I, for the case of 4
targets, we considered a network with N = 4 robots divided
in the following teams T1 = {r12, r14}, T2 = {r12, r23},
T3 = {r23, r34}, and T4 = {r34, r14}.
Finally observe that the local estimation results for team
T2 in Figure 6 are still considerably better than the results
of competitive methods shown in Figure 9. Particularly, for 8
targets the numerical values for T2 are e¯` = 1.044 ± 0.628m
and λ¯ = 0.177 ± 0.071m2, respectively; compare with Table
I. This is important since in practice, a user can have access
to the information of an individual robot and not the whole
TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
4 Targets 8 Targets
all-time heuristic intermittent all-time heuristic intermittent
e¯` (m) 1.030 ± 0.466 1.993 ± 0.566 0.879 ± 0.461 2.517 ± 0.810 1.201 ± 0.570 0.929 ± 0.561
λ¯ (m2) 0.226 ± 0.061 0.405 ± 0.181 0.167 ± 0.084 0.563 ± 0.129 0.334 ± 0.161 0.177 ± 0.068
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the evolution of the localization error e`(t) =
‖xˆg(t) − xˆ(t)‖ and the uncertainty metric λn(C(t)) considering teams
organized as per team G1T , between our proposed control framework, an all-
time connectivity algorithm, and a heuristic approach.
network, as this would defeat the purpose of assuming robots
with limited communication range. In a similar scenario in
the case of all-time connectivity, the whole network needs to
be recalled to an access point to collect information from the
robots, which would disrupt the estimation task.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered the problem of distributed state
estimation using intermittently connected mobile robot net-
works. Robots were assumed to have limited communication
capabilities and, therefore, they exchanged their information
intermittently only when they were sufficiently close to each
other. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework
for concurrent state estimation and intermittent communication
control that does not rely on any network connectivity assump-
tion and can be applied to large-scale networks. We presented
simulation results that demonstrated significant improvement
in estimation accuracy compared to methods that maintain an
end-to-end connected network for all time. The improvement
becomes more considerable as information becomes localized
and sparse and the communication and sensing ranges of the
robots become smaller compared to the size of the domain.
APPENDIX A
STEERING FUNCTION
In this section we discuss the details of the steering func-
tion, explained in Section III-C2, for robots with single-
Algorithm 6 Steer
Require: Nodes vnearest and vrand;
1: Compute vector dij by projecting vrand−vnearest onto the
space of robot rij ∈ Ti;
2: Compute s = minrij∈Ti (¯, ||dij ||);
3: Compute travel time ∆ts = s/umax;
4: Compute the expected delay for each robot:
∆tc,ij = ∆ts − (tij(vnearest)−minrij∈Ti tij(vnearest));
5: if ∆tc,ij > 0 then
6: vnew,ij = vnearest,ij + umax∆tc,ijdij/‖dij‖;
7: else
8: vnew,ij = vnearest,ij ; % robot rij does not move
9: end if
integrator dynamics. Define delay(v) = maxrij∈Ti tij(v)−
minrij∈Ti tij(v). Then, the goal of the steering function
described in Algorithm 6 is to match the time instants tij(vnew)
that the robots rij ∈ Ti arrive at vnew so that delay(vnew) =
0. This can be accomplished by adjusting the velocities or the
step-sizes of the robots. Since we are interested in estimation
of dynamic fields, allowing the robots to move with maximum
speed results in more optimal measurements. Thus, here we
adjust the step-sizes to match the times of the robots. Once
the times are matched, the robots take steps with equal length
to maintain zero delay. To this end, in [line 1, Alg. 6] we
project the vector vrand−vnearest onto the space of every robot
rij ∈ Ti. We denote this projection by dij . Let ¯ > 0 be a
user-specified parameter that determines the maximum step-
size of the robots. Then, in [line 2, Alg. 6] we compute the
smallest step size s of the robots as s = minrij∈Ti (¯, ||dij ||).
Given the step size s, in [line 3, Alg. 6] we compute the
time interval ∆ts required to travel distance s with maximum
velocity umax, i.e., ∆ts = s/umax. Then, in [line 4, Alg. 6] we
compute ∆tc,ij = ∆ts−(tij(vnearest)−minrij∈Ti tij(vnearest)).
This quantity captures the expected delay of robot rij at the
new sample. If ∆tc,ij > 0, then the projection of vnew to
the space of robot rij , denoted by vnew,ij , is computed as
vnew,ij = vnearest,ij + umax∆tc,ijdij/‖dij‖ and tij(vnew) =
tij(vnearest) + ∆tc,ij . Note that the robot rij associated with
the time instant minrij∈Ti tij(vnearest) will always move with
step size of s, as it trivially satisfies ∆tc,ij > 0. If ∆tc,ij ≤ 0,
the robot rij does not move, i.e., vnew,ij = vnearest,ij and
tij(vnew) = tij(vnearest) [lines 5-8, Alg. 6]. This ensures that
delay(vnew) ≤ delay(vnearest) and, as the tree grows and
the length of its branches increases, nodes v ∈ Ω|Ti|free will
eventually be added to the tree so that delay(v) = 0.
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